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Data pools are among the most important technical systems facilitating B2B trading between
companies. However, they are relatively unknown by the broader community outside of the electronic
data interchange (EDI) supply chain mechanism.
Five basic steps
The concept behind data pools is that businesses need to exchange information about products with
each other, such as the product ID, the volume of the packaging, ingredients, weight, MRRP, barcode
and RFID information, etc. Data pools follow five basic steps: first, suppliers place their product data
into a common standard (such as EAN.UCC); second, they upload their data to a "source" data pool.
This source pool can, if the company is big enough, be developed internally or can be outsourced to a
third party specializing in data pools. The third step involves the source data pool sending meta-data
about each item in the data pool to a "global registry," a database that holds information on items from
every contributing company’s data pools. With the data pool metadata established, the global registry’s
customers can now search for product information sets that they are interested in and place that in their
own "recipient" data pool. The fifth step involves the synchronization of the "source" and "recipient" data
pools; after this has been done the two pools are automatically synched every time a change to a
product’s data is made.
Commercial data pools are therefore natural big data repositories, central to which is GS1, which has
global operations; GS1-US, for example, serves more than 200,000 companies, and a subsidiary,
1SYNC, has more than six million Global Trade Numbers in its Global Data Synchronization Network
(GSDN), through which it processes nearly 60 million transactions annually.
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The P&G example
Tying into a data pool requires companies to create substantial data sets for their products. For
example, P&G, which has 300 brands, would need to create data pool records with every SKU
associated with each brand and its associated meta-data, and then perform updates on these attributes
when a change occurs. This is in essence a Master Data Management problem, but one that can, if
errors are embedded in the data pool, have a cascading effect across the recipient data pool users.
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Ensuring big data pool MDM integrity is not an easy process; but the following three steps can be useful
in maintaining high-quality governance of MDM data sets.
1. First, adhere to standards. For MDM it is vital that the organization adhere to the industry
standard for its sector. This will enable systems, vendors, tools, and human capital to become
uniformly aligned, leveraging the knowledge across the industry group as a whole. For example,
the financial industry needs to comply with Basel II, MiFID, and PII, while in healthcare, HIPAA
dominates. Adherence to standards also allows a clear directive to be given to the IT
organization, without which slow erosion of standards can take place and a blurring of
requirements occurs.
2. Second, create a controls policy. Data will need to be modified and changed over time, as will
data types and additions made. A strict authorization policy needs to be put in place to ensure
that this is done within accordance to the standards defined in the IT organization. A tracking and
logging process also needs to be put into place to ensure compliance and accountability.
3. Third, try to automate the data management processes as much as possible. The validation and
verification processes then only have to be undertaken once, as automated systems can operate
over the whole MDM solution. Product master data will itself be drawn from a variety of sources
including solutions from external data sources such as ERP and the supply chain, which may be
error prone. Additionally, data that is being added from a merged data set such as in an
acquisition needs carefully developed automated ETL processes to be enacted.
MDM data that is tied into data pools can not only be "big," but more importantly, its "size to impact"
ratio is very big. As recently reported in the Financial Times (and repeated outside the paywall by Yext)
"data errors cost $10.3B" through incorrect or missing information, so if your description of a product is
wrong in the MDM, that gets transformed through the data pool process, and then magnified through
the synchronization of the global registry, resulting in missed sales and lost market opportunities. As
such, it is imperative that the quality dimension of the data in the data set be measured for all databases
and that governance policies are enacted in order to maintain the quality levels appropriate for its use.
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• Islands in the Stream of Extreme Data
— Robert Plant, Associate Professor, School of Business Administration, University of Miami
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Re: Cloud
@RHRoop in the EHR case does that bring in a whole host of privacy concerns that the likes of
P&G wouldn't have had to struggle with in creating these pools?
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Cloud
Very interesting. I'm working in the cloud space and we talk about standards such as HIPAA but
from a compliance not competitive point of view. From a sales perspective this is very useful as it
encourages me to talk wih potential customers from the point of view as compliance as a market
maker rather than a cost. I was just talking today with a BPO that is looking at opportunities that
result from the Affordable Care Act. EHR and the ability to share data with a customer care
organization that will enable after care follow up will be a definite competitive advantage to
insurers and providers.
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A reluctance to share
Robert, will we see companies opting into this... what is the P&G reason for involvement? Being
that size do they stand to gain as much as smaller companies accessing the same pool?
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